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Frost Fighter

Silver defroster tab bonding repair

®

Defroster Tab Bonding Repair
Repair separated or broken rear window defroster tabs
This best seller conductively bonds defroster tabs to rear defrosters.
The 2000 Frost Fighter Tab Bonding Kit’s highly conductive twopart silver adhesive bonds aggressively forming the electrical and
structural connection in one simple operation.
Designed for reliable defroster tab bonding
this kit’s adhesive contains over 80% silver for
maximum electrical properties needed for high
amperage defroster tab repair.

Defroster Tab
Bonding

Each kit comes with complete instructions,
sandpaper, stir sticks, mixing pads and enough
material for up to five repairs from a single
kit. Fully illustrated instructions make
repairs easy.

Frost Fighter Tab Bonding adhesive can repair even extensive
defroster damage that occurs when the tab pulls a large area
of the defroster away from the glass. Just apply the conductive
adhesive over the damaged defroster and place the tab.
Heat cure for best results
in less than thirty minutes
for best results using a hair
dryer, heat gun or shop
light.
Located on each side
of defroster the critical
defroster tabs connect the
defroster grid with the
vehicle’s high amperage
defroster circuit.
These all important tabs can be knocked off of the defroster causing
total defroster failure. Look for dangling wires near the sides of the
defroster.
This system to be easy to use, bonds aggressively and makes the
highly conductive bonds needed for defroster tab repair.
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Defroster tabs for rear window defrosters
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Tab Bonding
2000 Tab Bonding Kit

Reattach the main power tabs to rear window
defrosters with two part silver adhesive. This
highly conductive adhesive bonds aggressively,
forming the electrical and structural connection in
one simple operation.
High Silver Loading
With over 80% silver
the Frost Fighter Tab
Bonding Kit makes
the highly conductive
repairs needed for
high amperage
defroster repairs.
Fast and Easy
Heat cure in as little
as 30 minutes for quick tab repairs.
Many Repairs
Repair up to five tabs with a single bonding kit for
low costs per repair.

